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Mars
Cole Guerra

This is my first tab, but it sounds pretty good. Respond if you see anything you
don t 
or doesn t sound right. The correct version is played with a capo on the 3rd
fret.

(All the chords are played normally but three frets up because of the capo; you
can do 
the capo but it is hard to sing to then)

(D. is a D chord with the tab xx0030 so you drop you re 1st and 3rd strings
instead of 
Sorry for the confusion)

(C. is a C chord with the tab 332010 so you add the 3rd fret on the 6th string
instead 
x32010)

(Eb. is the C. chord but played 3 frets up on the 6th fret, so 665040)

(Remember, you re doing this with a capo on the 3rd fret)

Intro: D D. D D. Straight into lyrics

D    D.    D       D.        Em      C
If I could, I would be somebody new
D       D.     D       D.          Em
And maybe then, I could be a somebody too
C.  Eb. G    D            C.  Eb. G
And I, am the moon and the stars----
D        Em  C    Cm       F         G
But in the day, I feel like I m from mars

D       D.     D                   D.           
   C
And you, do you wish that you could be different too
D        D.    D         D.        Em
And maybe then, you might be somebody new
C.     Eb. G          D            C.    Eb.
And when, you feel you got no place to go
G        D         C.     Eb.
I should empathize I know
G             D            Em
Unless you got better plans
C      Cm        F        G
I could use some company.

(Same Chords)



And when, you feel you got no place to go
I should empathize I know
But unless you got better plans
I could use some company on Mars
On Mars
On Mars

(Closing)
D D. D D. Em Am
D D. D D. Em C
(Fading)
D D. D D. Em Am

Thank you. I hope you enjoy.


